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Scholars’ Mine
Missouri University of Science and Technology
Scholars' Mine, the institutional repository of Missouri S&T, provides digital access to
the scholarly and creative works produced by faculty, staff, and students. This digital
repository is a service of Missouri S&T Library and Learning Resources.
On 19 Nov 2020 Scholars' Mine reached a new milestone: five million downloads.
Downloads continue to be robust and the latest million downloads took place in about 7
months. Researchers and other users have downloaded material including theses and
dissertations, faculty publications, conference proceedings, research data, university
newspapers, alumni magazines and more.
The 5 millionth download was by a user in San Francisco, California: Design
Recommendations for Steel Deck Floor Slabs. This publication was one of the ten most
downloaded during the past seven months and is the third most downloaded all time in
Scholars’ Mine. The Center for Cold-Formed Steel Structures conferences and other
publications provide valuable information for researchers around the globe.

Highlights of the past seven months in Scholars’ Mine include the 2020 annual meeting
of INSPIRE-University Transportation Center, Scholarly Productivity Reports of the
Department of Civil, Architectural and Environmental Engineering and streaming videos.
• While this year’s INSPIRE-UTC annual meeting was held via zoom due to the
pandemic, technical research presentations and student posters were still
showcased and videos of the presentations are available in Scholars’ Mine.

•
•

Scholars’ Mine added CArE Scholarly Productivity reports for 2012-2019. These
annual publications highlight the scholarly work of faculty and students as they
work to Change the World!.
Webinars and other videos available for streaming in Scholars’ Mine enable
further global outreach by Missouri S&T’s faculty. Examples include INSPIRE
webinars, EMSE seminars, podcasts and research data.

In 2020 Missouri University of Science and Technology is celebrating the 150th
anniversary of its founding and Scholars’ Mine has many historical collections of interest
including yearbooks, the alumni magazine, the student newspaper and various histories
of the university.
Additional information is included here in supplemental files:
• Top ten publications of the past million downloads
• Top videos streamed during the seven months
• Top page views during the seven months

Enjoy the streaming video which highlights the repository redesign and other features of
Scholars’ Mine. The video is a creation of Student Team Lead Charles Maddi.
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